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Introduction

Project Shyamolima

West Bengal
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▪ West Bengal is one of India’s most treasured states in

terms of history, culture, agriculture and industry and

development.

▪ The state also features multiple geographical regions

ranging from hills to plateaus to alluvial plains and dense

mangroves.

▪ Although a major producer of staple crops like Rice and

Potatoes, agriculture in West Bengal still features use of

redundant practices like reliance on monsoons, small

landholdings and majority share of small and marginal

farmers in agriculture.

▪ Farmers of the North-Western region of the state have

been facing situations of dwindling water levels and loss

of agricultural income.

▪ Keeping in mind the situation of farmers, SankalpTaru

Foundation introduced Project Shyamolima to West

Bengal in the year 2018.



The Challenges 
▪ Project Shyamolima was initiated in the year 2018 in Bankura

district, in West Bengal with a mission to empower and

strengthen rural livelihoods, while also resolving water woes in

the region.

▪ The Bankura district falls in the arid regions of the state and

serves as a bridge between the Chota Nagpur Plateau in North

Bengal to the alluvial plains in the south. Due to its topography,

Bankura faces the twin challenges of floods from Damodar river

in the monsoon season and droughts in the dry season.

▪ Coupled with this, Bankura district features in the one of the most

backwards districts in the state with more than 70% population

relying on their small landholdings to earn livelihoods.

▪ When Project Shyamolima was introduced in the state,

identifying beneficiaries from a large pool of farmers and

ensuring decent additional income for them also posed a

challenge.
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The Steps To Transformation
▪ Ever since its inception generous Green Patrons like

you have helped SankalpTaru Foundation

successfully plant hundreds of fruit-bearing saplings

and benefit small and marginal farmer beneficiaries in

Bankura district, West Bengal.

▪ Fruit bearing saplings of Mango, Guava, Sweet Lime,

Jackfruit, Pomegranate and Jamun have been

planted on the lands of marginal farmers.

▪ Each sapling has been chosen carefully in

accordance with the soil type and temperature to

ensure maximum efficiency in terms of fruit

production, and each farm has been fitted with micro

drip irrigation.

▪ Similarly, farmers have been encouraged to practice

intercropping and have also received training on

maintenance of saplings to ensure maximum benefits.
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The Story Today
▪ The project has come a long way since fresh

plantation in 2019 and has seen tremendous growth

due to your contributions.

▪ A total of 2750 trees of Mango, Guava, Jackfruit,

Jamun and other fruit bearing trees have been

planted till date, and the farmer beneficiaries have

seen an increase in their income.

▪ The farmers are hopeful that raising staple crops with

new fruit saplings will add to a sustainable and fixed

income from their farmlands.

▪ The trees will also prevent soil erosion during flood

season, improve water availability, increase

biodiversity and soil fertility leading to a holistic

growth in their lives.
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The Story Today

IMPACT IN  2020

Number of trees 

planted
2750

Number of beneficiaries 

impacted
26

Survival Rate 99%
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*The above data has been given for 2750 trees planted under Rural Livelihood Support Program in West Bengal for 20 years.
*After 3 years, the average fruit produced from one tree in one season is taken to be 78 kgs.
*The average cost of fruits is taken to be 25 INR.

The Story Today
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The impact of 2750 trees planted by green patrons like you: 

Oxygen Produced

2,02,10,613.62 kgs

Carbon Dioxide Sequestered

1,05,44,667.97 kgs

Total Increase In 

Groundwater Depth 40.99 ft

Fruit Production

1,63,450 kg/ season

Economic  Value for Farmers

INR 29,36,400 per season



Testimonials From The Ground 
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Dilip Patra, one of the beneficiaries of 

Project Shyamolima in Bankura speaks 

about his hopes from the plantation drive: 

“SankalpTaru Foundation planted 710

saplings of Custard Apple, Mausambi

and Guava on my farm in 2019. Today, 

the saplings have grown significantly, and 

I look forward to harvesting their first 

fruits in the coming year. The added 

income from the fruits obtained will 

provide me the stability that is needed 

alongside my regular seasonal crops. I 

am thankful to SankalpTaru Foundation 

for making my farm greener”



Update Pictures From The Ground 
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Update Pictures From The Ground 
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Update Pictures From The Ground 



The Way Forward

▪ With your continued support and trust, the SankalpTaru

Foundation aims to increase the number of farmers

under the ambit of Project Shyamolima and show them

a sustainable way of earning their livelihood.

▪ The plantations carried out by SankalpTaru Foundation

have been a source of inspiration for farmers in nearby

villages of Bankura District who have witnessed how

existing farmer beneficiaries are now more hopeful of

diversifying their livelihoods despite the small size of

their farmlands.

▪ We plan to engage hundreds of more marginal farmers

from Bankura and help to transform the district into a

major producer of fruits in the coming years.
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Get In Touch
Plant more trees in West Bengal under 

PROJECT SHYAMOLIMA

https://sankalptaru.org/project-shyamolima-2/

Website: www.sankalptaru.org

Email: wishy@sankalptaru.org

Follow Us On Our Socials

https://www.instagram.com/sankalptaru_foundation/
https://www.facebook.com/SankalpTaru/
https://twitter.com/Sankalp_Taru
https://in.linkedin.com/company/sankalptaru
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_DkrljtyBZJiNYrD6BkVwQ
http://www.sankalptaru.org/
mailto:wishy@sankalptaru.org

